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Abstract. The mechanisms of dense water formation (σ > 29 kg m−3)4

at work in the baroclinic cyclonic gyre of the North-Western Mediterranean5

basin are investigated through a PV-budget (PV: Potential Vorticity). The6

PV-budget is diagnosed from an eddy-resolving (1/36o) ocean simulation driven7

in surface by hourly air-sea fluxes provided by a non-hydrostatic atmospheric8

model at 2.5km-resolution. The PV-budget is controlled by the diabatic, fric-9

tional and advective PV-fluxes.10

Around the gyre the surface diabatic PV-flux dominates the PV-destruction,11

except along the northern branch of the North Current where the surface fric-12

tional PV-flux is strongly negative. In this region, the bathymetry stabilizes13

the front and maintains the current northerly in the same direction as the14

dominant northerly wind. This configuration leads to optimal wind-current15

interactions and explains the preponderance of frictional PV-destruction on16

diabatic PV-destruction. This mechanical forcing drives a cross-front ageostrophic17

circulation which subducts surface low-PV waters destroyed by wind on the18

dense side of the front and obducts high-PV waters from the pycnocline on19

the light side of the front. The horizontal PV-advections associated with the20

geostrophic cyclonic gyre and turbulent entrainment at the pycnocline also21

contribute to the PV-refueling in the frontal region.22
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The surface non-advective PV-flux involves energy exchanges down to −140023

W m−2 in the frontal zone : this flux is 3.5 times stronger than atmospheric24

buoyancy flux. These energy exchanges quantify the coupling effects between25

the surface atmospheric forcing with the oceanic frontal structures at sub-26

mesoscale.27
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1. Introduction

The North-Western Mediterranean is one of the few regions of the world ocean where28

dense water formation (DWF) and deep convection down to the seafloor (2500 m depth)29

may occur during winter (Schott et al., 1996). Consequently this region is a key location30

for the thermohaline circulation of the whole basin. During winter the gale force northerly31

(Mistral) and north-westerly (Tramontane) winds induce strong surface buoyancy losses32

(Lebeaupin and Drobinski, 2009; Small et al., 2012) which trigger the convection and the33

formation of the Western Mediterranean Deep Water (WMDW: 12.9oC ; 38.485; σ > 29.034

kg m−3) (Lascaratos et al., 1999) in the Gulf of Lion (GL). In response to the extreme35

cooling and evaporation at the surface in the GL, the cyclonic gyre - formed by the Liguro-36

Provençal Current in the North and the Balearic Front in the South - is reinforced by37

geostrophic adjustment around the convection area (Millot, 1999, Hamad et al., 2005).38

The scheme where the surface buoyancy flux destroys the stratification and trigger39

DWF and convection at the centre of the cyclonic gyre in the GL is well-known and40

was described by Madec et al. (1991) and Marshall and Shott (1999). Nevertheless the41

processes of destratification/restratification along the rim of the cyclonic gyre, precisely42

where the lateral density gradients and currents are strong, remain poorly understood.43

Many density fronts in the world ocean, such as the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio systems,44

undergo strong surface winds and intense buoyancy and momentum fluxes. Interactions of45

atmospheric forcing with outcropping of the pycnocline at these fronts induce the forma-46

tion and subduction of mode waters which may play an important role in the variability47

of the climate system (Latif and Barnett, 1994).48
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Mode waters are characterized by low stratification and low Potential Vorticity (PV).49

As pointed out by Thomas and Ferrari (2008), the PV is a crucial quantity to study the50

ocean dynamics because it establishes an univocal mass-circulation relationship through51

the invertibility principle (Hoskins et al., 1985). Consequently, PV strongly constrains52

the circulation. In frontal region with no atmospheric forcings, PV is conserved and the53

deformation frontogenetic field modifies the stratification through a spatial redistribution54

of PV. When diabatic and frictional atmospheric fluxes force a frontal region, the change55

in stratification results from the destruction or creation of PV at the surface, which is56

then redistributed into the ocean by the circulation. For instance, Thomas (2008) showed57

that the formation of intrathermocline eddies in an academic frontal jet is explained by58

frictional PV destruction at the surface. Likewise, the Eighteen Degree modal Water59

(EDW) located in the recirculation gyre south of the Gulf Stream (Forget et al., 2011)60

is produced along the Gulf-Stream path rather by frictional PV destruction than by61

diabatic PV destruction at the surface (Maze and Marshall, 2011). Based on PV-flux62

arguments, Thomas and Marshall (2005) suggested that the EDW is created in the [17oC−63

19oC] outcrop window, where the lateral buoyancy gradient and hence the frictional PV64

destruction is strong. Once created, this baroclinically low-PV water is transported down-65

stream and expelled off the front, where PV is converted into a low-stratification which66

characterises the EDW. Therefore, the EDW results from a non-local process along the67

Gulf-Stream that destroys the PV. Thomas and Marshall (2005) also suggested that a PV68

budget encompassing the EDW may be a more accurate metric than the Walin (1982)’s69

framework for estimating dense water formation in frontal region.70
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In the Kuroshio Current, Rainville et al. (2007) showed that the diabatic PV-destruction71

dominates the frictional PV-destruction in the formation of the Subtropical Mode Water72

(STMW) at regional scale, while the opposite occurs at mesoscale during strong down-73

front cold winds. The growing role of friction on the buoyancy in PV-destruction of74

frontal systems, eddies and filaments is consistent with studies showing that the ocean75

dynamics at equatorial and mid-latitudes is strongly controlled by the wind-work at the76

surface (Klein et al., 2004; Giordani et al., 2013). These results confirm the need to study77

coupled air-sea processes at fine-scale (Lebeaupin et al., 2016).78

Less attention has been paid to PV budget to identify the processes which produce79

dense water in the mesoscale and submesoscale features in interaction with the wind in80

the Western Mediterranean. This paper proposes to extend the academic work of Thomas81

(2005, 2008) to the real case documented during the HyMeX/SOP2 experiment (Estournel82

et al., 2016) in order to identify the submesoscale processes (particularly the diabatic and83

frictional PV-fluxes) of dense water formation in the frontal zone linked to the cyclonic84

gyre in the GL.85

The HyMeX project (Hydrological cycle in the Mediterranean Experiment) (Drobin-86

ski et al., 2014) investigated the hydrological cycle in the North-Western Mediterranean87

region during the autumn 2012 and winter 2013. The second Special Observing Period88

(SOP2 : February 1 - March 15 2013) in the GL (Estournel et al., 2016) was dedicated89

to the documentation of DWF. Several atmospheric and ocean platforms were deployed90

during SOP2. This campaign is a challenging opportunity to investigate the submesoscale91

processes involved in DWF which occurred during winter 2013 in the GL.92
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This paper aims at identifying the processes of dense water formation along the baro-93

clinic rim of the cyclonic gyre during the HyMeX/SOP2 experiment. To achieve this goal,94

a PV-budget of dense water formation is performed from a high resolution regional ocean95

model implemented in the North-Western Mediterranean.96

2. Numerical Design

2.1. The NEMO-WMED36 Model

The numerical hydrostatic ocean model NEMO (Madec, 2008) is used in a regional97

eddy-resolving configuration and is implemented over the western mediterranean basin98

with a 1/36◦ horizontal resolution (∼ 2 − 2.5 km) (Lebeaupin-Brossier, 2014; Léger et99

al., 2016). First baroclinic Rossby radii of deformation (Rd) were computed using the100

so-called WKB method (Chelton et al, 1998) and 10 Argos floats profiles present in the101

western Mediterranean during February 2013. Rd ranges from 1.2 to 3.2 km that stresses102

the challenge for modelling the submesoscale. This version, so-called hereafter WMED36,103

has 50 stretched z-levels on the vertical with level thickness ranging from 1 m at the104

surface and 400 m at the sea bottom around 4000 m depth. The model has two radiative105

open boundaries, on the west at ∼4.8◦W (60 km east of the Strait of Gibraltar) and on106

the south accross the Sicily Channel (∼37◦N). The Strait of Messina between Sicily and107

Italy is closed. The radiation condition at the open boundaries is applied to the prognostic108

variables of the model. A phase speed is computed from Orlanski (1976) which propagates109

the information through the lateral boundaries of the domain with minimal reflection and110

spurious numerical waves.111

The horizontal eddy viscosity coefficients are fixed at −1×109 m2 s−1 for the dynamics112

and 30 m2 s−1 for the tracers and the use of a bi-Laplacian and Laplacian operators,113
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respectively. The TVD (Total Variance Dissipation) scheme is used for tracer advection114

in order to conserve energy and enstrophy (Barnier, 2006). The turbulent vertical mixing115

scheme is based on a parameterization of a second-order turbulent moments expressed as116

a function of the turbulent kinetic energy (Gaspar et al., 1990) which was implemented117

into the NEMO code by Blanke et al. (1993). The convection is roughly represented by118

an increase of the coefficient of vertical diffusion (Lazar et al., 1999) by 10 m2 s−1 in case119

of static instabilities. The sea surface height is a prognostic variable which is solved by120

using the filtered free-surface scheme of Roullet and Madec (2000). A no-slip condition is121

applied at the bottom and the bottom friction is parameterized by a quadratic function122

with a coefficient depending on the 2D mean tidal energy (Lyard et al., 2006; Beuvier et123

al., 2012).124

The initial and boundary conditions were provided by the PSY2V4R4 analysis per-125

formed by the operational system of Mercator-Océan PSY2. This analysis covers the126

North-East Atlantic Ocean, the North and Baltic Seas and the Mediterranean Sea at the127

resolution 1/12◦.128

Data collected by the Lion and Azur buoys; Argo floats; ships of opportunity (XBT);129

gliders; satellite SST (AVHRR) (Reynolds et al., 2007) and altimetry sensors are currently130

assimilated by the operational system. In-situ observations available in real time at the131

Coriolis Centre (http://www.coriolis.eu.org/) are sub-sampled: for each platform, a single132

profile is retained within a spatial radius of 0.1o and a temporal radius of 24 hours. The133

data assimilation method relies on a reduced-order Kalman filter based on the singular134

evolutive extended Kalman filter (SEEK) formulation (Lellouche et al. 2013).135
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The surface Atlantic water and the Levantine intermediate water inputs across the strait136

of Gibraltar and the Sicily channel, respectively, are controlled through the PSY2V4R4137

boundary conditions. The river and costal runoffs are prescribed from a climatology138

(Beuvier et al., 2010) and applied at the surface. For more details see Léger et al., (2016)139

and Lebeaupin et al. (2016).140

The model WMED36 is forced at the surface by the hourly AROME-WMED fore-141

casts from the 1th of September 2012 to the 15th of March 2013. The non-hydrostatic142

and convection-permitting AROME-WMED model (Fourrié et al., 2015) with a 2.5 km-143

resolution grid was dedicated to the HyMeX field campaigns, doing in real-time daily fore-144

casts covering both the first HyMeX Special Observations Period (SOP1, from 5 Septem-145

ber to 6 November 2012; Ducrocq et al., 2014) to the end of SOP2 (from 1 February to146

15 March 2013).147

Additional informations on the models NEMO-WMED36 and AROME-WMED and148

extended validations of these models against in-situ data collected during the SOP2 of149

the HyMeX experiment can be found in Lebeaupin-Brossier et al. (2014) and Léger et al.150

(2016). In particular, Léger et al. (2016) showed that the simulated mixed-layer depths151

(MLD), defined as the depth with a density gap with the surface of 0.01 kg m−3, are quite152

realistic compared with in-situ profiles (Argo floats and CTD profiles of R/V Le Surôıt ;153

see Figures 5 and 6 in Léger et al.,2016) and volumes of dense water produced (σ > 29.0154

kg m−3) during winter 2013 are realistic compared with estimations deduced from in-situ155

data (Waldman et al., 2016).156
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2.2. Dense Water Formation

The positioning of winter 2013 in a broader temporal climatological context of the157

last 15 years is estimated from the monthly surface net heat flux (Fnet) of ERA-Interim158

reanalysis interpolated at the Lion buoy (Fig. 1). The Lion meteorological buoy is a159

reference for validation because it is a long-term observatory system in the GL to monitor160

the convection in the mixed-patch since 2002 (Houpert et al., 2016). The ERA-I reanalysis161

is in agreement with in-situ data at the Lion buoy when considering only the sum of latent162

and sensible fluxes because of not long enough measured radiative data to compute a net163

heat flux climatology for a long period. In spite of this lack, measurement and reanalysis164

are very close for surface heat fluxes (−257 W m−2 / −244 W m−2) and wind-stress (0.334165

N m−2 / 0.323 N m−2) (not shown).166

The climatology (2000-2015) of Fnet shows that the strongest ernergy losses occur in167

December (−201W m−2), November (−170 W m−2) and January (−162 W m−2), respec-168

tively. Regarding the surface wind-stress, the temporal distribution of strongest intensities169

is a little bit different than for Fnet since it occurs in December (0.21 N m−2), February170

(0.197 N m−2) and January (0.19 N m−2) (not shown).171

In February 2013, Fnet went down to −244 W m−2, namely an anomaly of −109 W m−2
172

compared to the 2000-2015 climatology. Likewise, the surface wind-stress reached its173

maximum of 0.323 N m−2 which represents an anomaly of 0.126 N m−2 compared to the174

climatology in February.175

It is noteworthy to note from Figure (1) that years with the strongest anomalies in176

February correspond to the most intense convective years like in 2005, 2012 and 2013177

(Houpert et al., 2016), while the climatology indicates that the Northwestern Mediter-178
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ranean starts its restratification during this period. Consequently, the severity in the179

atmospheric surface forcings in late winter (i.e. February) seems to be a good index to180

characterize convective years, whereas fall atmospheric conditions cannot help to antici-181

pate convective or not convective year.182

As shown by Marshall and Shott (1999) the sustained losses of buoyancy at the sur-183

face are key ingredients for dense water formation in the GL in winter, but the ERA-I184

climatology indicates that February is a crucial month for convective activity. This is the185

reason why this study is focused on February 2013 during which intense deep convection186

was observed (Houpert et al., 2016).187

Intense surface energy losses provided by the atmospheric model AROME occurred in188

the GL and reached at minimum −400 W m−2 on average during February 2013 (Fig. 2)189

under the path of Mistral and Tramontane dominant winds. These buoyancy fluxes were190

associated with the dominant north and northwesterly winds Mistral and Tramontane as191

shown in Figure (2). The month-averaged surface wind-stress curl displayed in Figure (2)192

is a proxy of the Ekman pumping. An ascending positive (subsiding negative) pumping193

zone is present on the right cyclonic (left anticyclonic) side of dominant winds. The two194

areas of opposite sign are separated by a nearly 120 km wide corridor corresponding to the195

main pathway of the dominant winds in the area. The north-eastern area with positive196

pumping plays an important role for preconditioning water masses, by maintaining the197

doming of isopycnals inside the gyre interior, as underlined by Gascard (1978), Madec et198

al. (1996) and Caniaux et al. (2016) in the GL. As consequence favourable atmospheric199

conditions (intensity and timing) were present during the HyMeX/SOP2 for dense water200
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formation. Now we look at the spatial distribution of dense water formed during February201

2013.202

Dense waters produced in class C1 - which correspond to density σ ∈ [29. − 29.13]203

where σ = 29.13 kg m−3 is the maximum value of the density produced in February 2013204

- are representative of the WMDW and named DWF1. DWFx is the volume variation205

in class Cx between February 28 and February 1. Positive (negative) values of DWFx206

mean production (destruction) of water in class Cx. Surprisingly the spatial distribution207

of DWF1 (Fig. 3a) does not occur at the centre of the cyclonic gyre but along the rim of208

the gyre i.e. in the baroclinic zone where the density gradients and currents are strong. In209

fact the production is expected at the centre of the gyre where convection occurs and not210

around. In order to show the central production, DWF1 is splitted into two components211

DWF2 and DWF3 (DWF1 = DWF2 + DWF3) which correspond to waters produced212

in classes C2 : σ ∈ [29.0 − 29.12] and C3 : σ ∈ [29.12 − 29.13] kg m−3, respectively213

(Fig. 3b,c). Class C2 and C3 separate moderate dense water which occurs almost every214

year from extreme dense water which occurs some years, respectively (L’Hévéder et al.,215

2013; Léger et al., 2016). DWF2 and DWF3 display areas of strong destruction and216

production, respectively, at the centre of the gyre and the sum tend to cancel almost217

perfectly because of their similar intensities and patterns. This behavior highlights the218

water mass transformation from class C2 to class C3. As consequence of this cancelation,219

the net production DWF1 occurs along the rim of the gyre. The magnitude of the lateral220

production is 2× 109 m3 and represents around 10% of the central production of DWF3221

(20× 109 m3) shown in Figure (3c).222
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Evolutions of the spatial-integrated productions DWF2 and DWF3 during February223

show the abrupt destruction of class C2 to the benefit of class C3 on February 24 (Fig.224

4a). This is consistent with estimates of Waldman et al. (2016) and Lebeaupin-Brossier et225

al. (2016). Water mass formation can be diagnosed from the surface heat flux following226

the method developed by Walin (1982) and extended by Tziperman (1986) who also227

considered freshwater fluxes. Thereby, the Tziperman’s method allows to derive an upper228

bound for water mass formation from the surface buoyancy flux Fbuo. The production229

rate for a water mass of potential density within a class Cx defined as σ ∈ [σx, σx +∆σ]230

results from the surface buoyancy flux acting on the area ∆S = ∆x∆y bounded by the231

outcropping density surfaces σx and σx +∆σ. This production rate writes as follows :232

V SBx = −
σ

g∆σ

∑

σ∈[σx,σx+∆σ]

Fbuo(x, y)∆x∆y∆t

A positive value of V SBx indicates water mass formation and negative value indicates233

water mass destruction.234

Until February 24, the integrated buoyancy volume V SB2 of class C2 (Fig. 4b) increases235

and pretty well captures the trend of DWF2. From February 24, DWF2 drops while236

DWF3 simultaneaously increases sharply : this points out the water mass transformation237

from class C2 to C3. However V SB2 does not change trend, it becomes opposite to the238

trend of DWF2 and V SB3 suddenly appears with the emergence of class C3. During239

February the monotonic increase of V SB2 is due to continuous negative surface buoyancy240

flux (buoyancy loss) combined with surface density in class C2. Class C2 is sustained at241

the surface probably on account of light water advection by the southward current (Fig.242

3) from the continental shelf inward the gyre. This suggests that the production and243
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destruction of dense water can be also the result from a dynamical process as shown by244

Pasquet el al. (2012).245

In terms of spatial distribution, it is noteworthy that V SB3 (Fig. 5) is highly correlated246

with the fields DWF2 and DWF3 (Fig. 3b,c) but with the opposite signs, respectively.247

This confirms the leading role of surface fluxes in the water transformation from class C2248

to C3. These results are in agreement with numerous works, which have shown the central249

role of surface buoyancy fluxes in the dense water formation in shelf seas (Badin at al.,250

2010) and the triggering of convection at the centre of the gyre in the GL (Marshall and251

Shott, 1999; Herrmann et al., 2008a; Léger et al., 2016).252

As the productions of DWF2 and DWF3 tend to cancel each other, the net dense253

waters are produced in the frontal zone of the North Current. This result pushes to look for254

underlying mechanisms. Some studies have shown that the ocean dynamics is significantly255

controlled by the kinetic energy flux injected into the ocean by the wind-stress (Klein et256

al., 2004; Giordani et al., 2013; Lebeaupin-Brossier et al., 2016). This flux, also named257

Wind Energy Flux (WEF = ~τ .~u), is positive (negative) when the atmosphere increases258

(decreases) the ocean mean kinetic energy
(
u2+v2

2

)

. The month-averaged WEF presented259

in Figure (6) is postive over the whole basin, meaning that the surface wind-stress is260

source of kinetic energy for the ocean. WEF -maxima are found in the baroclinic zone of261

the cyclonic gyre, in the Ligurian Sea and along the Catalan coast i.e. along the northern262

branch of the North Current, where dense waters are produced (Fig. 3a). Patterns of263

WEF suggest that mechanical forcings are probably also candidates to produce dense264

waters as do surface buoyancy fluxes in the patch. This motivated to further investigate265

the mechanisms which produce dense water in the baroclinic rim of the cyclonic gyre.266
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3. Potential Vorticity Dynamics

PV is changed through the interactions of diabatic and momentum atmospheric forcing267

with velocity shears and buoyancy gradients at the ocean surface. Consequently, PV is an268

interesting variable for studying the stratification/destratification mechanisms and dense269

water dynamics, where surface oceanic fronts permanently interact with the wind.270

The variable considered is the full Ertel PV (q, s−3) defined here as :271

q = ~ω.~∇b (1)

where ~ω = f~k + ~∇ ∧ ~u is the absolute vorticity, f the Coriolis parameter, ~u the vector272

current, and b = −gσ/σ0 the buoyancy. Expanding equation (1) into its vertical and273

horizontal components leads to274

q = (ζ + f)N2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

qv

+ ~ωh.~∇hb
︸ ︷︷ ︸

qh

(2)

where qv and qh represent the vertical and horizontal/baroclinic component of PV,275

respectively, and N the Brunt Vaisala frequency. Using the thermal wind balance,276

f ∂ug

∂z
∧ ~k = ~∇hb, the horizontal/baroclinic component qh of q writes as :277

qh = −f

[(

∂ug

∂z

)(

∂u

∂z

)

+

(

∂vg
∂z

)(

∂v

∂z

)]

(3)

the geostrophic component of which is :278

qhg = −f





(

∂ug

∂z

)2

+

(

∂vg
∂z

)2


 (4)
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In this expression of the geostrophic baroclinic component qhg is always negative mean-279

ing that low-PV and even negative PV water can occur at fronts because the baroclinic280

component qh can overcome the vertical component qv.281

The flux-form of the PV equation is :282

∂q

∂t
= −~∇. ~J (5)

The total PV flux ~J (ms−4) is defined by :283

~J = ~uq + ~∇b ∧
∂~τ

∂z
+ ~ω

∂ ~B

∂z
(6)

where ~τ and ~B are the vertical momentum and buoyancy fluxes, respectively. ~J has284

three components which are :285







~Jadv = ~uq Advective PV flux
~Jfric = f ∂ ~ug

∂z
∂~τ
∂z

Frictional PV flux
~Jdiab = (ζ + f) ∂ ~B

∂z
Diabatic PV flux

(7)

PV-destruction at the air-sea interface occurs when the surface PV-fluxes ~Jdiab and286

~Jfric are positive. ~Jdiab is positive for a surface buoyancy loss (B > 0) which induces a287

destruction of stratification (Marshall and Schott, 1999). ~Jfric is positive when the surface288

wind-stress and geostrophic current shears are oriented in the same direction. Therefore289

in presence of a density front, PV destruction occurs when the wind blows down-front290

(Thomas, 2005). In such condition, the destratification at front sets up by advection of291

dense water over light water by the Ekman current (Thomas and Ferrari, 2008).292
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4. PV Budget

The month-average surface buoyancy flux (Fig. 2) displays intense energetic losses down293

to −400 W m−2 in the GL and down to −200 W m−2 in the Ligurian Sea along the North294

Current. On February 24, the near-surface PV field (Fig. 7) displays negative structures295

located in frontal areas i.e. in the North Current and the eddying Balearic front : these296

structures are induced by the horizontal/baroclinic component qh of PV. The question297

which arises is : what is the role of the surface wind-stress and buoyancy flux in the298

generation of such negative structures ? This question is now treated by studying the PV299

budget.300

During February, the decrease of the volume integrated PV bounded by the isopycnal301

σ = 29 kg m−3 is closely anticorrelated with the volume of dense water formation (Fig.302

8a,b). Three periods of marked PV-destruction can be identified on February 2-4, 6-14303

and 23-26, which correspond to strong wind and flux events that produced dense water.304

These results confirm the tight link between PV-destruction and dense water formation305

(Fig. 8c).306

In terms of spatial distribution, PV-destruction (Fig. 9) occurs in baroclinic zones307

where the dense waters are produced (Fig. 3a) in February. This spatial representation308

confirms the tight connection between PV-destruction and dense water formation already309

highlighted in the temporal representation. The similar patterns of PV and N2 variations310

(not shown) indicate that PV-destruction is associated with destratification. This result311

is consistent with the alternative equation for the rate of change of stratification based on312

PV fluxes derived by Thomas and Ferrari (2008).313
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Understanding the sources and sinks of PV requires to consider the PV-equation (5)314

integrated over the volume (V) bounded by the isopycnal σ > 29 kg m−3. The budget is315

performed following the equation used by Thomas (2008) :316

∆
∫

V

dqdV = −

∫

V

~u.~∇qdV dt
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Jadv

+
∫

V

f

(

~∇ ∧
∂~τ

∂z

)(

∂ ~ug

∂z
∧ ~k

)

dV dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Jfric

−

∫

V

(ζ + f)
∂2B

∂z2
dV dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Jdiab

(8)

where ∆ denotes the volume integrated PV variation between the current and initial317

times. The PV-budget components on the right hand side of equation (8) are now in-318

spected.319

The spatial distribution of the non-advective PV-flux (Jflux = Jfric + Jdiab), including320

the frictional and diabatic/buoyancy terms is negative around the gyre precisely where321

dense waters are produced (Fig. 10a). The diabatic/buoyancy PV-flux (Jdiab) (Fig. 10c)322

dominates on average the de-stratification and dense water production around the gyre323

because of strong buoyancy losses associated with cold and dry air advection (Fig. 2).324

Note that Jfric (Fig. 10b) is often positive around the convective patch meaning a re-325

stratification of the ocean by wind. This corresponds to PV-input into the ocean because326

of opposite current shear and wind directions. If the full diabatic PV-flux is negative327

(Fig. 10c), the contribution of the turbulent PV-entrainment at the pycnocline (Jdiabent)328

to Jdiab is contrariwise positive in the frontal region (Fig. 10d). Likewise, the horizontal329

PV-advection (Jadvh, Fig. 10e) and the turbulent PV-entrainment (Fig. 10d) are both330

positive and opposite to the non-advective PV-flux Jflux (Fig. 10a) at the rim of the gyre.331

Generally Jdiab prevails on Jfric, except along the northern branch of the North Current.332

Around [4oE − 42oN ] the dense water formation is controlled by the frictional PV-flux333
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(Jfric) because the de-stratification is mainly driven by mechanical interactions between334

the northern Mistral and Tramontane winds and the lateral density gradient associated335

with the front (Fig. 10b). Jfric is source of PV-destruction because the surface current336

and predominant wind are in the same northern directions.337

Along the northern branch of the North Current, the vertical PV-advection (Jadvv ,338

Fig. 10f), which is twice lower intensity, is alternatively positive and negative because339

the front is destabilized by the prevailing northerly wind in February. In this area, the340

surface PV-destruction induced by the forcing Jflux (Fig. 10a) makes the front unstable341

and gives rise to an ageostrophic circulation across the front, which tends to restore the342

thermal wind-balance destroyed by the wind (Giordani et al., 2006; Thomas, 2007). This343

adjustment is illustrated in the vertical section through the northern branch of the North344

Current which extends in the longitude band [3.5oE − 4oE] at the latitude 41.7oN on345

February 7 (Fig. 11), one of the three windy periods. That day, the strong northerly346

winds (Tramontane regime) give favourable conditions for PV-destruction because the347

wind and current are more or less constantly in the same directions. In this section the348

dipole of vertical velocity (w) signs the presence of an ageostrophic cell across the front349

which is downward on the dense side (surface low-PV water) and upward on the light side350

(subsurface high-PV water) of the front (Fig. 11). Maxima downwelling (∼ −80 m day−1
351

and upwelling (∼ 40 m day−1) are located in the first 100 m depth; this is consistent with352

subsurface vertical motions in fronts constraint by intense lateral strain (Mahadevan and353

Tandon, 2006). This cell is robust because it is present at monthly scale, not only along354

the northern branch of the North Current but also all around the gyre (Fig. 12).355
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As mentioned previously, the strongest PV-advections (Jadvh) are found in frontal zones356

of the gyre (Fig. 10e). However these structures are not confined in the baroclinic area357

but propagate inward the cyclonic gyre. This transport is probably associated by eddies358

generated by baroclinic instablity of the front. In order to capture the time-integrated359

effects of these eddies on the stratification of the gyre, the PV-advection Jadvh is separated360

into a low and high-frequency components as in Foltz et al. (2003), Peter et al. (2006)361

and Giordani et al., (2013) :362







Jadvh = −

∫

V

Uh.∇qdV dt
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Jadvhlf

−

∫

V

U′
h∇q′dV dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Jadvhhf

where

X ′ = X −X

(9)

The low-frequency horizontal PV-advection (Jadvhlf
) was computed from the 30-day363

filtered low-frequency (denoted by overbars) components of current and PV. The high-364

frequency PV-advection was obtained by subtracting the low-frequency advection (Jadvhlf
)365

from the total horizontal advection (Jadvh) (see equation (9)).366

Figures (13a) and (13b) indicate similar intensities of the high frequency Jadvhhf
and low-367

frequency Jadvhlf
components in the total advection Jadvh. This points out a high activity368

of the fine scale structures in the horizontal transport because the term Jadvhhf
represents369

cross-frontal exchanges of PV through mesoscale and submesoscale eddies. High positive370

PV-intrusions inwardly of the gyre by Jadvhhf
are particularly vigorous in the meandering371

Balearic Front because due to its strong mesoscale variability. In the Kuroshio current372

system, Bishop (2012) found that eddy PV-fluxes across the front lead to a modification373

of Subtropical Mode Water in the recirculation gyre. Consequently, it can be expected374
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that the positive high-frequency transport Jadvhhf
increases the stratification and creates375

cyclonic eddies within the gyre by PV-conservation. The stratification inside the gyre376

may be modified by a non-local process and not by a local atmospheric forcing as in377

the Gulf-Stream (Thomas and Marshall, 2005). Actually, it is difficult to know on what378

proportions the stratification and circulation are modified by PV-conversion.379

The PV-budget was used to unravel the processes of the destratification mechanism380

in the baroclinic gyre. This destratification and subsequent dense water formation re-381

sult from imbalance between the surface PV-destruction and subsurface PV-refueling as382

illustrated in Figure (14). The wind-front interactions represented by the frictional and383

diabatic PV-flux induce PV-destructions at the surface. The PV-destruction makes the384

front unstable and activates a cross-front ageostrophic cell which transports the near-385

surface (< 50 m) low-PV water downward and the subsurface (∼ 150m) high-PV water386

upward. The subsurface high-PV water is also upwelled by turbulence from the pycno-387

cline. Also low-PV water tends to be laterally balanced by horizontal advection of the388

North Current.389

In this way, the vertical cell, the turbulence and the geostrophic current act as a PV390

pump drawing high-PV water from the pycnocline and the upstream regions to limit the391

frictional and diabatic PV-destruction at the surface.392

This scheme, primitively proposed by Thomas (2007) in a two-dimensional numerical393

study of a baroclinic zone, is confirmed and extended here to a real case of the western394

Mediterranean for dense water formation. Finally the frontal zone is connected with the395

mixed-patch through eddy PV-fluxes induced by instability of the gyre.396
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5. Energetics

In order to be compared with the air-sea buoyancy flux, Thomas and Lee (2005) rescaled397

the frictional PV-flux at the surface (second equation of system 7) into an equivalent wind398

driven buoyancy flux (their equation (15)) defined as follows :399

EBF fric =
ρCp

αg
~τ0
∂~Ug

∂z
(W m−2)

where ρ, Cp, α, ~τ0 and ~Ug are the surface water density, the specific heat, the thermal400

expansion coefficient, the surface wind-stress and the geostrophic current, respectively.401

Because of the interaction between the strong lateral density gradient / strong vertical402

geostrophic shear
(

∂ ~Ug

∂z

)

at fronts and surface wind stress in the large western boundary403

current systems, Thomas and Lee (2005) showed that EBF fric ranges between 50 and404

20000W m−2 when using horizontal model resolutions between 400 and 1 km, respectively.405

This result points out that the wind driven buoyancy flux can crush the atmospheric406

surface heat flux if the frontal zones are accurately resolved. The consequences in terms407

of mode water formation, their spread and their impact on the general circulation may408

be important because coarse resolution models may lead to unrealistic PV destruction by409

wind.410

In this study, an equivalent surface buoyancy flux (EBF diab) is also derived for the411

diabatic PV-flux from the first equation of system (7) and is defined as follows :412

EBF diab =
ρCp

αg
B0 (1 +Ro) (W m−2)

EBF diab expresses the modulation of the surface buoyancy flux B0 by the Rossby num-413

ber Ro = ζ
f
, where ζ is the relative vorticity. Consequently, energy exchanges in-414

crease/decrease versus B0 in presence of cyclonic/anticyclonic mesoscale and submesoscale415
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structures. Somehow EBF diab represents the coupling of the ocean vortical dynamics with416

the atmosphere.417

The month-averaged sum of the diabatic and frictional PV-fluxes (EBF = EBFdiab +418

EBFfric) presented in Figure (15a) displays intensities down to −1400 W m−2, that is419

3.5 times stronger than the month-average surface buoyancy fluxes shown on Figure (2).420

On the other hand, note that patterns of EBF are captured in frontal and eddies regions,421

while those of the mean surface buoyancy flux mainly reflects the wind (Fig. 2) and not422

the ocean structures evidenced by the density field.423

The strongest negative intensities (−1400 W m−2) of EBF along the northern branch424

of the North Current are mainly explained by the frictional component EBFfric (Fig.425

15b) because of frequent northerly and down-front winds during February (Fig. 2). The426

diabatic component EBFdiab (Fig. 15c) destratifies the ocean (∼ −400 W m−2) mainly427

along the eastern branch of the North Current in the GL and the Ligurian Sea, and in the428

South part of the gyre. As shown in Figure (15b), the destratification is moderated by429

positive frictional fluxes (EBFfric ∼ 200 W m−2). This corresponds to a PV input into430

the ocean by friction on account of opposed directions between the wind and current.431

The EBFdiab increase versus B0 (Fig. 2) in frontal regions is linked to Ro > 0, while432

EBFdiab decreases towards B0 inside of the gyre where Ro ≃ 0. These results highlight the433

time-integrated effects of the mesoscale and submesoscale density gradients and vorticity434

on surface energy exchanges. In that way, the surface PV-fluxes appear to be more435

representative of the ocean-atmosphere coupling in frontal mesoscale and submesoscale436

structures than air-sea fluxes.437
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The sub-surface energy exchanges can also be estimated by deriving equivalent buoyancy438

fluxes for the Ekman layer. The diabatic and frictional EBF ek are derived from the system439

(7) as follows :440







EBF ek
diab = J diab

ρCp

αfg
hek

EBF ek
fric = J fric

ρCp

αfg
hek

where J is the PV-flux averaged over the Ekman depth hek = 0.4u∗

f
. EBF ek also441

includes the surface components.442

The frictional component EBF ek
fric is very close to the surface contribution EBFfric443

because of sustained vertical shears of geostrophic current and stress in the Ekman layer444

(not shown). This is not the case for the diabatic terms at the surface EBFdiab (Fig.445

15c) and in the Ekman layer EBF ek
diab (Fig. 15d). Indeed EBF ek

diab vanishes inside the446

cyclonic gyre but does not tend towards the atmospheric buoyancy flux B0 as EBFdiab.447

This behavior is due to the deep mixed-layer depths at the centre of the gyre which tend to448

collaps the B-divergence (∂B
∂z
) in the term J diab. However thanks to sustained sub-surface449

diabatic PV-destructions (J diab < 0), the term EBF ek
diab remains strong in frontal areas.450

On February 24, the Mistral wind generates surface buoyancy flux down to −800W m−2
451

while the frictional and diabatic EBF reaches −3500 W m−2 in frontal regions around the452

gyre, where the wind is optimally oriented down-front (not shown). In such favourable453

conditions a cross-front Ekman circulation sets up and increase the front intensity by454

horizontal convergence of isopycnals. This leads to strong intensities of the frictional455

EBF which in turn forces a cross-front ageostrophic circulation. The dynamic response456

of the ocean to the EBF forcing is illustrated by the month-average vertical velocity in457

the northern branch of the North Current (Fig. 12). w is upward (downward) on the458

light (dense) side of the front, which is suspected to subduct the new dense water formed459
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at the surface in the frontal zone. This pattern is consistent with the dipole of vertical460

velocity shown in February 7 (Fig. 11) and confirms that the ageostrophic cell across the461

front is robust and in agreement with the dynamics obtained in an academic 2D front462

(Thomas and Marshall, 2005) and in the subpolar front of the Japan Sea during a cold463

air outbreak (Thomas, 2007).464

The eddying area of the Balearic front also displays strong intensities at submesoscale.465

Such intensities stress the need to resolve accurately the fine scales of the ocean.466

6. Conclusion

The North-Western Mediterranean Sea is prone to be subjected to important surface467

buoyancy losses which trigger deep convection in the GL in winter (Herrmann and Somot,468

2008b). However if the surface energetic loss is an important ingredient for convection,469

Béranger et al. (2010) showed that the direction of Mistral and Tramontane winds rel-470

ative to the gyre is the most important element for convection. A buoyancy loss, even471

limited, but well localized over the gyre intensifies the cyclonic circulation by geostrophic472

adjustment that maintains the waters under strong destratification.473

These studies indicate that mode water formation and convection in the mixed-patch474

have long been treated as a buoyancy flux problem, especially in the Mediterranean,475

however the mechanisms at work along the baroclinic rim of the gyre were little inves-476

tigated and poorly understood mainly in real cases. This study proposes to adopt a477

PV-perspective rather than the usual surface flux approach to identify all the processes478

of dense water formation at fronts during February 2013 of the HyMeX experiment.479
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The PV-budget is diagnosed from an ocean realistic simulation performed with the480

regional eddy-resolving (1/36o) model NEMO-WMED36, driven in surface by the hourly481

air-sea fluxes from the AROME-WMED forecasts atmospheric model (2.5km-resolution).482

The simulated dense water formed in the density class σ > 29 kg m−3 during Febru-483

ary 2013 were effectively produced along the rim of the cyclonic gyre where the North484

Current and density gradients are strong. The dense waters are well collocated with485

the PV-destruction associated with the surface frictional and buoyancy PV-fluxes. This486

suggests that surface PV destructions by momentum and buoyancy fluxes are sources of487

destratification and are relevant forcings of dense water formation.488

Along the northern branch of the North Current, PV-destruction mainly results from the489

coupling between the friction and lateral buoyancy gradient. In this area, the bathymetry490

stabilizes the front and maintains the current northerly, which is thus persistently in491

the same direction as the dominant northerly wind. This configuration leads to opti-492

mal wind-current interactions and explains the frictional preponderance on the diabatic493

PV-destruction. This mechanical forcing sets up a cross-front ageostrophic circulation,494

which subducts surface and subsurface low-PV waters destroyed by wind into interior and495

obducts high-PV waters from the pycnocline towards the surface. The horizontal PV-496

advections associated with the geostrophic North Current and turbulent entrainment at497

the pycnocline also contribute to the PV-refueling in frontal region. Finally, eddies formed498

by baroclinic instability are expulsed from the cyclonic gyre and transport mostly high PV499

water from the frontal region towards the centre of the gyre. The net impact of this trans-500

port contributes to re-stratify the convection area. To conclude, the destratification and501

dense water formation result from the imbalance between the surface PV-destruction and502
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subsurface PV-refueling. This mechanism of dense water formation in the baroclinic zone503

of the cyclonic gyre is a central result of this study and is illustrated by the conceptual504

scheme presented in Figure (14).505

The energy involved in the interactions between the wind and the frontal mesoscale506

structures is evaluated by building equivalent buoyancy fluxes (EBF ) from surface dia-507

batic and frictional PV-fluxes. With −1400 W m−2, the February average EBF at front508

is 3.5 times stronger than the surface buoyancy fluxes. During Mistral and Tramontane509

strong flux events, EBF decreases down to −3500 W m−2, that is of the same order510

of magnitude as intensities found in the Gulf Stream (Thomas and Marshall, 2005) and511

the Japan Sea front during cold-air outbreak (Thomas and Lee, 2005). If the diabatic512

EBF is everywhere negative and controls the ocean destratification in the North-Western513

basin because of strong cold and dry air advections, the frictional EBF is positive mean-514

ing a restratification of the ocean in the south part of the gyre. However, Mistral and515

Tramontane winds are systematically downfront along the northern branch of the North516

Current that induces the most intense destratification by friction. Finally diabatic and517

frictional EBF are coupled ocean-atmosphere processes which involve huge energetic ex-518

changes at the surface providing that the submesoscale oceanic features are accurately519

resolved. This points out the need to use appropriate horizontal resolutions to resolve520

EBF which can be view as energy trapping in fronts and eddies. This raises the question521

of the parameterization of these processes in climate models.522

The ultimate goal is to estimate the volume flux of dense water formed from the surface523

non-advective PV-fluxes. In principle, this is possible since according to the impermeabil-524

ity theorem (Haynes and Mc Intyre, 1987), the PV fluxes through the isopycnal sheet 29525
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kg m−3 do not contribute to the PV budget on the volume (V). As there is no diapycnal526

mixing, Marshall and Nurser (1992) propose to compute the formation of dense water527

from the surface PV-fluxes only. The volume of fluid subducted per unit of area is given528

by their equation (32) which can be rewritten here with our notations as follows :529

DWF (σ > 29) =
∑

t

−
Jflux∆S

∆q
∆t (10)

where Jflux is the non-advective PV-flux, ∆S is the section of the outcropping isopycnal530

layer σ > 29 kg m−3 and ∆q is the PV change at the pycnocline. The interest of this531

approach would be to identify the diabatic and frictional contributions and to reveal the532

role of submesoscales in mode water formation. Theoretically, this method should be a533

suited metric to derive dense water formation; nevertheless it is difficult to implement534

it in real cases because of the difficulty to estimate accurately ∆q. In fact ∆q can be535

very small (∼ 1 × 10−10 s−3), especially for a well-mixed ocean down to the bottom as536

the western Mediterranean, making estimates of dense water produced highly sensitive537

to errors of this parameter. A future work will be to derive an alternative relation more538

reliable than equation (10).539
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Figure 1. a) Monthly surface net heat flux (W m−2) of ERA-Interim reanalysis (black line)

and montly ERA-I climatology (red line) at the Lion buoy. b) Anomalies are in red. Yellow

bands mark the months of February 2013.
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Figure 2. February 2013 averaged simulated surface buoyancy flux (colour, W m−2) superim-

posed with the surface density (brown lines, σ > 28.9 kg m−3; interval 0.08 kg m−3); the surface

wind-stress curl (cyan positive, green negative values, N m−3×105; interval 0.2×10−5N m−3×105)

and the surface wind-stress (black arrows, N m−2).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. Dense water formation volume (m3 × 10−9) during February in the class a) C1 :

σ > 29 kg m−3, b) C2 : σ ∈ [29.0 − 29.12] and c) C3 : σ > 29.12, superimposed with the

month-averaged surface density (contours, kg m−3) and surface current (arrows, m s−1) fields.
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Figure 4. Evolution during February of the spatial-integrated volumes (m3 × 10−12) in classes

C2 (σ ∈ [29.0 − 29.12]) and C3 (σ > 29.12) deduced from a) the model and from b) the Speer

and Tziperman (1992)’ method.
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Figure 5. Dense water formation volume (m3 × 10−9) deduced from the Speer and Tziperman

(1992) method during February in the class C3 (σ > 29.12 kg m−3), superimposed with the

month-averaged surface density (contours, kg m−3) and current (arrows, m s−1) fields.
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Figure 6. Month-averaged Wind Energy Flux (WEF, m3 s−3 × 105) superimposed with the

month-averaged surface density (contours, kg m−3) and current (arrows, m s−1) fields. Maximum

WEF is located along the Catalan coast i.e. along the northern branch of the North Current.
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Figure 7. Daily averaged near-surface PV (s−3 × 1010) superimposed with surface density

(contours, kg m−3) and surface wind-stress (arrows, N m−2) fields on February 24.
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Figure 8. February time series of a) the volume integrated PV (DPV, m3 s−3 × 10−3); b) the

volume of dense water formation (DWF, m3 × 10−12) bounded by the isopycnal σ ≥ 29 kg m−3

and c) the surface wind-stress (STR, N m−2). Yellow bands mark the periods of strong Mistral

and Tramontane northerly winds.
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Figure 9. Integrated February PV-budget (m3 s−3) superimposed with the surface density

(contours, kg m−3) and current (arrows, m s−1) fields.
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 10. Components of the PV-budget (m3 s−3) a) Jflux b) Jfric c) Jdiab d) Jdiabent e)

Jadvh and f) Jadvv superimposed with the surface density (contours, kg m−3) and current (arrows,

m s−1) fields. Segment [A-B] on Figure b) represents the cross-front vertical section presented

in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Vertical section of the vertical velocity (color, m day−1) superimposed with the

potential vorticity (contours, s−3×1010) on February 7. The position of section [A-B] is indicated

in Figure 10b.
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Figure 12. Mean vertical velocity (m day−1) at 30m depth during the month of February

superimposed with the surface density (contours, kg m−3) and current (arrows, m s−1) fields.
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a)

b)

Figure 13. PV-advection (m3 s−3) a) low-frequency Jadvhlf
b) high-frequency Jadvhhf

super-

imposed with the surface density (contours, kg m−3) and current (arrows, m s−1) fields.
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Figure 14. Conceptual scheme of destratification and dense water formation along the baro-

clinic cyclonic gyre in the North-Western Mediterranean Sea : The vertical cell (green arrows

loop) and turbulence (downward black arrows), and the geostrophic current (Ug, ocher arrow) act

as a PV pump drawing high-PV from the pycnocline and the upstream region, respectively, to

limit the frictional (Jfric) and diabatic (Jdiab) PV-destruction at the surface. Horizontal arrows

represent the eddy PV-fluxes which transport PV from the front inwards the gyre. The basis of

the Figure is taken from Marshall and Schott (1999).
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 15. Surface Equivalent Buoyancy Flux (W m−2) a) Total b) Frictional component

c) Diabatic component and d) Ekman Diabatic component superimposed on the surface density

(contour, kg m−3) and current fields (arrows, m s−1).
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